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ABSTRACT The infrastructure of wireless sensor networks (WSN) is structured in an ad-hoc manner and

organized nodes reporting the events to the Base Station (BS). A WSN is integrated with smart technologies

to develop fast Internet of Things (IoT) communications among different applications. Recently, many

researchers proposed their solutions to optimize IoT data transmissions in an energy efficient manner with

cost effective support. However, most of the solutions have focused on the design and development of

static topologies and overlooked the dynamic structure of mobile sensor nodes. Furthermore, due to limited

constraints of sensor nodes with open accessibility of wireless communications medium, data protection

against malicious activities need to be redesign with the least network overheads. Therefore, the contribution

of this article is to propose an intrusion prevention framework for mobile IoT devices with its integration

to WSN so that to provide data security with improved network delivery ratio. The proposed framework

is composed of two sub-components. Firstly, non-overlapping and autonomously organized clusters are

generated and maintained the clusters’ stability based on the uncertainty principle. Secondly, end-to-end

secure and multi-hop routing paths are developed based on the blockchain architecture. The simulation

results demonstrate a significant improvement when compared to existing solutions in terms of different

network metrics.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, intrusion prevention, mobile IoT, data privacy, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, WSNs perform a vital role in devel-

opment growth for different fields [1], [2]. A large number

of small sized static sensor nodes also called motes are inter-

connected to each other for data collection and forwarding

towards Base Station (BS). When BS gets the sensory data,

it performs some necessary procedures on it and further trans-

mitted to end-users. The sensor nodes are less expansive, low

battery powered and placed randomly in a monitoring area

[3], [4]. Due to low communication capabilities and restricted

constraints of sensor nodes, most of the researchers focused

on proposing a solution with efficient routing performance

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Amr Tolba .

and network stability [5], [6]. However, the data collection

in static WSN may be imprecise and leads to network dis-

ruption and unreliability. The static network pattern is not

able to change their position after the nodes deployment

for the purpose of data gathering. On the other hand, IoT

interconnects everything embedded with hardware, software,

static and mobile sensors for continues information gathering

and forwarding.

Sensor nodes are portable in Mobile Wireless Sensor

Networks (MWSN) and can be connected to various carri-

ers, i.e., robotic systems [7] and smart transportation sys-

tems [8] to sense and measure the information, which can

be forwarded towards the BS (or roadside units (RSUs) in

terms of vehicular communications) via direct or multi-hop

communication models [9]–[11]. Nowadays, the research
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community has focused on integrating the field of MWSNs

with IoT for the fast growth in network coverage and devel-

opment [12], [13]. However, due to dynamic and unvarying

changes in the network infrastructure, most applications

degrade packet delivery ratio and energy efficiency. In addi-

tion, protected and reliable data exchanges are needed to

avoid compromising data security between mobile sensors

for IoT-based applications, especially for IoT-based vehicular

ad hoc networks (VANETs) [14], [15].

In existing solutions, many contributions have been made

towards cluster-based network infrastructure [16]–[18] for

improving routing performance in terms of network lifetime

and throughput. However, if nodes are mobile then the man-

agement of clusters stability with reliable data routing is the

most interesting research problem [19], [20]. Furthermore,

after the deployment of MWSNs, the sensor nodes are left

unattended with no fixed infrastructure, therefore, the pro-

cess of data routing with efficient energy consumption

between mobile nodes and BS/RSU is another important

challenge [11], [21]–[23]. In MWSNs, the ordinary nodes

must have to track the fresh position of the newly selected

mobile cluster head. Moreover, a lot of smarts devices are

interconnected in IoT based systems and exchange mes-

sages in open wireless channels, such networks are prone

to a variety of security threats especially when nodes are

mobile [24]–[26].

The paper presents an intrusion prevention framework,

which aims to longer network lifetime with lightweight

secure data routing between mobile IoT devices based on

WSN. Unlike other solutions, our proposed framework frag-

ments the mobile IoT objects into various clusters and per-

forms the cluster heads selection by using the uncertainty

principle. In addition, based on network measurement and

analysis, the up to date position of mobile cluster heads

are determined. Moreover, in most of the existing solutions,

it is not easy to guarantee a secured and reliable end to

end data transmissions between mobile IoT objects due to

their limited constraints. Unlike other solutions, our proposed

framework presents a lightweight and reliable end-to-end

secure approach based on blockchain architecuture. Accord-

ingly, the proposed framework improves routing performance

for mobile IoT devices in terms of data security and energy

utilization.

The paper is structured in the following sub-sections. The

background study with problem formulation is discussed in

Section 2. Section 3 introduces the detail of the proposed

intrusion avoidance framework for secure routing in mobile

IoT. In Section 4, the simulation scenario with default param-

eters is described. Section 5 discussed the numerical analysis

of the proposed framework against other solutions. In the end,

Section 6 concludes the research article.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY

The field of WSNs is typically characterized by limited

power devices in terms of computational, processing, mem-

ory and energy resources. All the nodes are interconnected

through wireless transmission in an unfixed and ad-hoc based

approach. The main role of sensor nodes are just captur-

ing the information and forwarded towards end-points by

using intermediate devices. To achieve routing performance

in terms of network lifetime and data security, the limited

constraints of the sensor nodes should not be overlooked.

Furthermore, there are more chances for malicious threats in

the network structure, especially when the connecting objects

are mobile. The mobile IoT devices collect huge amounts

of data without any user involvement and can route the

data to malicious nodes thereby results in compromised data

privacy. Therefore, to improve the performance of routing

with respect to security, there is a need to establish secure and

authentic end-to-end routing channels so that only trusted IoT

devices can exchange information.

Authors in [27] proposed the Low Energy Adaptive

Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), which aims to develop dif-

ferent clusters. Based on the random number, a preset of

a number of nodes is elected as cluster heads. All the

normal nodes remain static and forwarded the information

towards BS via associated cluster heads in one-hop trans-

mission. Although, LEACH improved network lifetime, how-

ever, it was not suitable for mobility scenarios. The authors

proposed a heterogeneous mobile LEACH protocol [28],

which aims to improve energy efficiency with a fixed number

of nodes and BS is mobile. Based on a probability function,

cluster heads are selected over the network field. However,

the proposed solution has routing complexity and network

overheads.

The authors in [29] considered a cluster-based network

and measure the mobility of cluster heads for improving

network lifetime. In the solution, all the sensor nodes and

sink nodes are fixed after initial deployment, while cluster

heads are mobile. The main aim of the proposed solution

was to decrease the network delay ratio. An energy efficient

distance-aware routing protocol was proposed by [30] based

on multiple sinks. By exploiting the transmission range of

nodes, the sink position is identified. It uses direct transmis-

sion towards a mobile sink if nodes are in the same trans-

mission range. During data forwarding, if nodes are far away

from the sink node then communication occurs via multi-hop.

Based on energy and distance factors, the next-hop is selected

to achieve data routing. However, during routing decisions

the link quality factor is overlooked, therefore the proposed

solution causes a lot of route breakages and packet lose

ratio.

LEACHDistance-M [31] was proposed by authors for

improving delivery performance for MWSNs. The selection

of cluster heads is based on multiple criteria, i.e., lower

threshold distance, upper threshold distance, remaining

energy, and least mobility factors. Although, the proposed

solution increases network lifetime and throughput, how-

ever, data security against malicious threats is not taken

into consideration thereby routing process may be compro-

mised. In [32], the authors proposed an efficient clustering

framework for the aggregation of data using mobile sinks.
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Although, the solution presents a clustering scheme for

decreases energy consumption, however, the data routing is

not optimized and secured. In addition, the solution leads to

high communication costs and routing overheads in identify-

ing the latest position of mobile sink.

Similarly, in the Mobile sink-based Energy-efficient

Clustering Algorithm (MECA) [33], equal sized clusters are

formed, which aims to achieve uniform distribution of CHs.

Furthermore, to consume less energy consumption, intra clus-

ter communication achieved in amulti-hopmanner. However,

the solution imposes the replacement of intermediate nodes

without network conditions, which results in bounded its

applicability. In [34], [35], the authors presented a general

architecture, where the sink node is placed at the center

of the environment and all the remaining sensor nodes are

virtually divided into different coronas. The data packets are

transmitted towards innermost corona inmulti-hop communi-

cation and then further forwarded to the sink node. Although,

the proposed solution improved energy consumption around

the sink node and prolonged network lifetime for MWSNs,

however, the malicious threats are overlooked and thus trans-

mitted sensor’s information may be compromised.

Authors in [36] proposed a novel secure transport protocol

for WSN, which aims to provide reliability and energy effi-

ciency. The proposed solution offers both formal and informal

security analysis and demonstrates that it improves network

performance under malicious threats. Moreover, a light-

weight security solution using one way hash function, bitwise

exclusive operation, and physical unclonable function is

proposed in [37], which improves data security as compared

to other approaches with respect to different parameters.

However, such solutions have not evaluated their perfor-

mance under varying network sizes to determine the routing

cost.

Based on the studied literature, it is noticed that most of

the researchers have made an effort for improving network

lifetime and energy consumption for static wireless sensor

networks. Furthermore, a few efforts have been made in

the integration of MWSNs with IoT devices for improving

network coverage and development. However, due to mobile

sensors, most of the existing solutions suffer from data deliv-

ery and network latency problems [38], [39]. Because in

MWSNs, sensor nodes are not able to forward their sensed

information towards mobile cluster heads until mobile cluster

heads reach in the boundary of clusters. In addition, cluster

heads are mobile and there are many chances for malicious

nodes to be part of the existing network and compromise

their data privacy [40]. Therefore, a framework must be

developed for avoiding intrusion threats and improving the

network lifetime of mobile IoT objects. Such a framework

may increase the network performance in both industrial and

academic domains.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

This section presents a short summary of the proposed frame-

work, while its key sections are presented in the sub-sequent

sections. The main phases of the proposed framework are

initial network deployment with clusters management and a

securemodel for data routing. In the first phase, initial routing

infrastructure is carried out, so the neighbor’s information can

be stored in the local table of every node.Moreover, the aim of

this phase to also to perform an effective and energy efficient

clustering scheme using mobile cluster heads. In addition,

the phase has also presented a paradigm that retains the

near optimal data forwarding paths towards existing posi-

tions of mobile cluster heads. In the end, the second phase

presents a data security model to prevent intrusion threats and

improves network reliability based on blockchain techology.

In blockchain techonology, the data is divided into different

blocks and all the blocks are interconnected via cryptography

principles. The blocks are encrypted using a cryptographic

hash function and each block has also contained the hash

of its previous block [41], [42]. Such techonology helps to

track data blocks and maintain network security with data

integrity. Consequently, the proposed framework overtakes

network performance with respect to various measurement

metrics. Fig.1 illustrates the paradigm for WSNs along with

mobile cluster heads and BS.

FIGURE 1. Wireless sensor network with mobile cluster heads and BS.

A. NETWORK ASSUMPTIONS

In this research study, the following network assumptions are

made.

i. In a squared-sized network field, all the sensor nodes

are randomly distributed.

ii. All the selected cluster heads are mobile with limited

energy, computational and memory resources.

iii. The transmission distance of the nodes can be com-

puted based on the RSSI value.

iv. The position of each node can be determined by using

a GPS or positioning algorithm.

v. Structure wise all the sensor nodes are homogenous.
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B. INITIAL NETWORK DEPLOYMENT WITH CLUSTERS

MANAGEMENT

In the beginning, BS advertised beacon messages in the net-

work field to discover it. In response, the one-hop neigh-

bors of BS store the particulars of received information in

their routing tables. Subsequent, source nodes increase packet

counter and further transmit the information. Nevertheless,

a nodemight obtain the discoverymessage of BS from several

neighbors, in such a case, routing path with the minimum

number of a hop count to BS is given priority and the infor-

mation is stored in the routing table. In this way, all the nodes

develop their routing tables for the precise path based on

the least distance. After the structure of routing tables, direct

transmission can be performed only those nodes whose hop

count towards BS is set to 1.

Afterwards, the proposed framework makes use of voronoi

architecture and divides the network field into different cells.

The voronoi cells are the partition of the network field

into different regions based on the distance of sensor nodes

to computed mean values. Accordingly, each sensor node

belongs to a particular cell with the nearest mean value. Each

voronoi cell is considered as a unique cluster in the proposed

framework. Moreover, to identify the mobile node, a distance

threshold is set and it increases slightly until any mobile node

is found in the boundary of the voronoi cell.When anymobile

node is found, the role of the cluster head is assigned it it.

It may be a case that within the preset distance threshold,

more than one mobile node is found. In this situation, the pro-

posed framework exploits the uncertainty principle [43] to

determine the relative position of mobile nodes with the least

variation as given in Equation 1.

1x1p ≈ h/2 (1)

1x is the current position of the node, 1p is momen-

tum or speed of node per unit time and h is Planck constant.

Accordingly, to Equation.1 the proposed framework selects

that mobile node as a cluster head, which gives relative

position. After the selection of mobile nodes as cluster heads,

they flood their information and all the ordinary nodes update

their routing table and mark a particular ID of the mobile

node as a cluster head. Instead of updating the routing tables

on a periodic basis, the proposed framework only updates

them whenever any new mobile cluster head is selected.

Actually, the reason for using mobile nodes as cluster heads

in the proposed framework is to improve the network con-

nectivity with data delivery performance in a timely manner.

Moreover, the ratio of energy utilization among sen-

sor nodes is decreased and improves network stability.

Algorithm 1 governs the process of voronoi cells and the

selection of mobile cluster heads.

After the selection of mobile nodes as cluster heads, they

initiate the process for the construction of end-to-end reliable

routing chains towards BS. The downstream mobile cluster

heads floods a route discovery packet in its transmission

radius to determine its upstream mobile cluster head. Upon

reception of the route discovery packet, the upstream cluster

Algorithm 1 Voronoi Cells and Mobile Cluster Heads With

Routing Chains

1. Procedure voronoi cells

2. Base station ADV beacon messages via

3. next-hops & node i maintains a local table

4. Distribute the network region into various

5. voronoi cells

6. for each nodei ∈ [1: VCi]

7. do

8. if (mobile cluster headi. distance < preset

9. Threshold)

10. compute 1x1p ≈
h
2

11. endif

12. set the least variation mobile node as cluster head

13. end for

14. for each mobile_nodei ∈ clusterheadi
15. do

16. status message

17. for each node j ∈ voronoi cell (i)

18. do

19. j.responsed

20. update routing table

21. end for

22. end for

23. end procedure

head verifies its residual energy. If the level of residual energy

is greater than the preset threshold then the upstream mobile

cluster head will become part of the routing chain. Otherwise,

the upstream mobile cluster head rejects the route discovery

packet and the same practice is repeatedly continue until an

appropriate upstream cluster head is found. Algorithm 2 gov-

erns the process for data routing from mobile cluster heads

to BS.

Algorithm 2 Routing Chains in Mobile Cluster Heads

1. procedure routing chains

2. if (.next-hop = BS BS)

3. send data directly

4. while (destination!= BS)

5. Compute energy level of mobile cluster headi
6. if residual energy of mobile cluster headi>

7. preset threshold

8. selected as upstream data forwarder

9. else

10. locate another mobile cluster headi in

11. transmission range

12. endif

13. end while

14. end procedure

C. MODEL FOR DATA SECURITY

In recent years, due to promising aspects to bring remark-

able changes in almost all fields of industries, blockchain
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architecture has been gained a lot of interest in the research

community. Blockchain [26], [44] can be used in a distributed

fashion for resolving trusted and secure data routing between

sensor nodes. This architecure is implemented in a decen-

tralized fashion and provides a more secure system for data

security inWSN. The architecture of blockchain is also being

exploited in many areas where the nodes are participating

in peer-to-peer communication. Similarly, it is thoroughly

applied in many related areas including distributed consensus

systems, information security, economic incentives, and data

encryption.

In the proposed framework, a secure model is used to

prevent malicious threats and offers secure data routing

between sensor nodes, mobile cluster heads, and BS by

using blockchain architecture. The mobile cluster heads are

equipped with their own databases consisting of hashes. All

the hashes can be redirected and each communicaiton may be

audited using these hashes. The sensor nodes are in constant

communication with themobile cluster heads which is further

in contact with BS.

All the mobile cluster heads are provided with private

keys, which is used to establish, secure data routing with the

sensors and BS. A unique hash is computed for eachmessage,

the computed hash function is like a function that needs an

input value and accordingly it produces an output value as

given in Equation 2.

f (x) = n (2)

where x is data packet and n is the computed hash value. In the

proposed framework, bitwise XORoperation is used as a hash

function due to its computational efficiency and low process-

ing requirements. Furthermore, the using of hash values in

the proposed framework is due to its irreversible mechanism.

Such a mechanism ensures that the original message cannot

be determined by knowing the output.

In the proposed framework, the main function of the BS

is to publish smart contracts, processing the data generated

by sensors, and issuance of activities. The Base station is

also responsible to record the activity of each data packet,

which includes the location of sensors, IDs of mobile cluster

heads in its immutable database. The immutable database

is only permitted to a countable number of pre-authorized

sensor nodes and the BS itself. Moreover, the mobile cluster

heads verify the validity of the data packets with the previ-

ously acquired private keys. The proposed security scheme

encrypts the routing information between mobile clusters

and BS based on blockchain architecture, which makes them

traceable and irreversible for malicious threats as illustrated

in Fig 2. Moreover, the BS is a monitoring entity, which

overlooks the working status of mobile cluster heads as well

as sensor nodes. In the proposed framework, the BS is a

central authority and has an overall controlled on network-

wide routing, therefore it can remove any sensor node or

mobile cluster head from the network field if found to be dead

or suspicious. Algorithm 3 governs the data security model

based on a blockchain architecture.

FIGURE 2. Computation of hash functions based on the blockchain.

Algorithm 3Data Security Based on Blockchain Technology

1. Procedure data security

2. sensor node request to send data to BS

3. the whole block representing the transaction and

4. store in a local database

5. compute the XOR functions by using a Hash of the

6. current data packet and Hash of the previous block

7. data blocks are generated by sensor nodes

8. blocks are broadcast to all associated mobile

9. clusters mobile cluster heads validates the data

10. packets and generate a new block

11. created block is added to the chain

12. BS verified the chain and execute it.

13. end procedure

IV. SIMULATION SCENARIO AND PARAMETERS

This section presents the simulation scenario for WSN based

on mobile IoT and default parameters as given in Table 1.

To measure the impact of the proposed framework, different

experiments are performed in terms of varying network nodes

and data sending rates. The number of nodes is set from

100 to 500 and data sending rates are fixed from 1 sec to 5 sec.

The maximum speed of mobile cluster heads varies from

1 to 10 m/sec. Moreover, sensor nodes are heterogeneous in

terms of transmission range, which is set from 20m to 25m. To

perform numerical analysis, a network simulator NS2 is used

in this research work. We used four measurement metrics

for performance evaluation of the proposed framework with

existing solutions, i.e., network lifetime, energy consump-

tion, average end-to-end delay, and packet delivery ratio.

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters for WSN based on mobile IoT.
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The energy model for the proposed framework is used hetero-

geneity mobile cluster heads with respect to their energy lev-

els. The number of mobile cluster heads assumed as advance

nodes are equipped α times the higher energy as compared to

normal nodes.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The subsequent sections demonstrate the analysis for the

proposed framework against efficient distance-aware routing

protocol, LEACHDistance-M, and MECA.

A. ANALYSIS OF NETWORK LIFETIME

This section explores the performance of the proposed frame-

work against the available solutions with respect to varying

network nodes. In Fig.3, it is seen that the proposed frame-

work longer network lifetime as 23%, 26 %, and 30 %,

compared to available approaches. In particular, the perfor-

mance of existing solutions degrades network lifetime due to

the construction of unstable network regions. Furthermore,

the routing decisions of the existing solutions are non-optimal

and robust. While the performance of the proposed frame-

work in regard to network lifetime remains stable in a relative

situation. This is due to the fact that energy efficient portions

are developed based on distributed voronoi cells. Moreover,

the construction of voronoi cells leads to achieving better

load balancing among sensor nodes. In addition, the pro-

posed framework keeps track of the near relative position of

mobile cluster heads and leads to the least communication

overheads. Therefore, the experimental results demonstrate

that the proposed framework improved network lifetime at

varying network nodes in the comparison of other solutions.

FIGURE 3. The impact of network nodes on network lifetime.

Fig.4 illustrates network lifetime with respect to varying

data sending rate from 1 to 5 seconds. Based on experiment

results, it is seen that the proposed framework longer the

network lifetime by 28%, 33%, and 37% respectively in the

comparison of existing schemes. This is due to the proposed

framework provides lightweight and reliable data security

mechanisms based on XOR hash function. Furthermore,

unlike existing solutions that update the routing paths more

frequently, the proposed framework re-adjust the routing

FIGURE 4. The impact of a data sending rate on network lifetime.

path based on the relative position of mobile nodes with

the least variation. In addition, the only limited number of

mobile cluster heads across the boundary of voronoi cells are

responsible for data aggregation and forwarding towards BS.

B. ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Fig.5. depicts the behavior of the proposed framework in the

comparison of other solutions while considering a varying

number of network nodes. According to experimental anal-

ysis, it is seen that the proposed framework has improved

performance than existing solutions, as it attained 28 %, 31%

and 35% improvement in energy consumption. Unlike other

solutions, the proposed framework keeps track of cluster

heads mobility by using uncertainty principle and updates

the routing paths towards BS based on network analysis.

Due to network analysis, the routing paths are updated based

on the node’s demand. Furthermore, the proposed frame-

work decreases the multi-hop data transmission and exces-

sive energy consumption of sensor nodes, because it rotates

the mobile cluster heads inside the voronoi cells to sense the

information. In addition, mobile cluster heads re-adjust the

shortest routing paths towards BS that eliminate unneces-

sary energy consumption in the network field. In this way,

FIGURE 5. The impact of network nodes on energy consumption.
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only partial mobile cluster heads are chosen to send the

aggregated data towards BS.

Fig.6 illustrates the behavior of the proposed framework

with existing solutions in terms of varying data sending rates

from 1 to 5 seconds. Based on experimental results, it is

seen the proposed framework improved energy consump-

tion by 26%, 29 and 33% in comparison to other solutions.

This is due to using of mobile cluster heads, as a lower

amount of energy is consumed while sending beacon mes-

sages for routes construction. In addition, using the optimal

routing decisions based on the uncertainty principle, only a

set of mobile cluster heads are selected for data routing and

improves overall network energy consumption.

FIGURE 6. The impact of a data sending rate on energy consumption.

C. ANALYSIS OF PACKET DROP RATIO

Fig.7 depicts the behavior of the proposed framework with

other solutions under a varying number of network nodes.

It is observed that the proposed framework reduces the packet

drop ratio as 26%, 29% and 34% in the comparison of other

solutions. The existing solutions extremely lessen the attain-

able data delivery performance because of instability and

congested data links. On the other hand, our proposed frame-

work minimizes the packet drop ratio by selecting the energy

FIGURE 7. The impact of network nodes on the packet drop ratio.

efficient routes based on the multi-hop approach. In addition,

the proposed framework avoids choosing unreachable next-

hop and decreases the number of route re-adjustments. In

this way, choosing distance parameters results in decreasing

delivery latency and improves data delivery performance. In

addition, the proposed framework provides a data security

scheme based on blockchain technology, which encrypts the

information using the hash function based on the XOR func-

tion. The proposed security scheme identifies the abnormal

activities caused bymalicious nodes and decreases the chance

of packets drop ratio.

Fig.8 illustrates the analysis of varying data sending rate on

the packet drop ratio. It is seen that the proposed framework

decreases packet drop ratio by 29%, 34%, and 39% in the

comparison of existing solutions. The reason is to identify

near optimum forwards from sensor nodes to mobile cluster

heads and from mobile cluster heads to BS. In most of the

existing solutions, data security is unnoticed, which results in

dropping the data delivery ratio. The high packet drop ratio

in the existing solutions is because of the rapid movement

of sensor nodes as route re-adjustment process. Furthermore,

in the proposed framework, a more priority is given to those

mobile cluster heads for data routing that have updated opti-

mal distance towards BS with minimum variations in their

momentum.

FIGURE 8. The impact of a data sending rate on the packet drop ratio.

D. ANALYSIS OF END-TO-END DELAY

Fig.9 illustrates themeasurement of average end-to-end delay

for the proposed framework in the comparison of existing

solutions. As demonstrated in the experimental results that

the proposed framework has a lower end to end delay as 26%,

29%, and 35% than compared to the existing solution, espe-

cially in high network nodes scenario. The proposed frame-

work selects the more dynamic and robust route towards BS

based on mobile cluster heads, which leads to a longer route

lifetime and ultimately decreases delivery delay. The next-

hop mobile cluster heads are chosen based on its near relative

position and the rate of uncertainty is very low. Moreover,

the proposed framework also decreases the routing hole prob-

lem towards sensor nodes and mobile cluster heads, as cluster
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FIGURE 9. The impact of network nodes on end-to-end dela.

heads move around the boundary of sensor nodes, which

significantly decreases the error in packet re-transmissions

and ultimately the proposed framework reduces the end-to-

end delay.

Fig. 10 illustrates the average end-to-end delay of the pro-

posed framework in comparison with the existing solutions

concerning varying data sending rates. Observably, higher

data sending rate results in low communication overheads

and decrease the ratio of end-to-end delay. It is observed

as compared to existing solutions, the proposed framework

decreases end-to-end delay by 24%, 28%, and 35% respec-

tively. This is due to the identification of more reliable and

secure mobile cluster heads with the least network overheads

for data forwarding in comparison to the available solutions.

Moreover, in support of uncertainty principle, the proposed

framework minimizes the number of re-transmissions and

only those mobile cluster heads are selected that have the

least changes in their positions and they shorten the data

transmission delay.

FIGURE 10. The impact of a data sending rate on network lifetime.

E. ANALYSIS OF ROUTING OVERHEADS

Fig.11 depicts the behavior of the proposed framework in

the comparison of the existing solution. The proposed frame-

FIGURE 11. The impact of network nodes on routing overheads.

work reduces the routing overhead by 28%, 30%, and 36%,

respectively, as compared to the available solutions. This is

because of using blockchain encryption for providing data

reliability and reduces the number of attempts in data trans-

mission. Such reduction in packets re-transmission leads to

lower routing overheads and offers better network perfor-

mance. Furthermore, mobile cluster heads are rotated near

sensor nodes for data receiving, which results in reducing

overall routing overhead. Furthermore, the proposed frame-

work utilizes the relative position of the mobile cluster head

for the best path selection, thereby improving the routing

performance.

Fig.12 exhibits the routing overheads proposed framework

in the comparison of existing solutions under varying data

sending rate. In the experimental results, the proposed frame-

work reduces routing overheads by 27%, 29% and 32% in

the comparison of existing solutions. Unlike existing solu-

tions that incur excessive overheads in route re-discoveries

more rapidly in the presence of malicious activities. The

proposed framework presents a lightweight and highly secure

encryption in the form of blockchain. Moreover, the existing

solutions introduced additional routing overheads that rise

with high nodes mobility.

FIGURE 12. The impact of a data sending rate on routing overheads.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an intrusion prevention framework

for secure routing in mobile Internet of Things (IoT) based

on wireless sensor networks (WSN). The main aim is to

improve network lifetime, data reliability with network secu-

rity against malicious threats. Most of the energy efficient

schemes focus on static sensor nodes and adopt the greedy

algorithm for data routing. As a result, such solutions are

non-feasible in dynamic scenarios. The proposed framework

comprises of mobile cluster heads and chunk the network

nodes in different voronoi cells. Furthermore, the proposed

framework focuses on energy efficient and shortest routing

chains with optimum decisions. Mobile cluster heads are

chosen on the basis of uncertainty principle with the least

variations in their momentum. Such an approach leads to a

decrease in the routing overheads and communication costs

under heavy network size. Furthermore, by using blockchain

technology, secure and reliable data routing is achieved with

a lightweight XOR hash function. In future work, the per-

formance of the proposed framework will be analyzed on a

realistic hardware platform.
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